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Andoya, Norwegen
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Partners of SHEFEX II
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SHEFEX I versus SHEFEX II
SH I
SH II
Re-entry velocity rises from 1.4 km/s to 2.8 km/s
Experiment duration rises from 15 s to 50 s
Acitive flight control during entry phase (100-20 km)
Facettet, symmetric payload tip
Measurement also during ascent phase
Extension of instrumentation and experiments
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SHEFEX 2 Expected flight path
Apogee Trj800 (Baseline) h≈194km
Ground range GR≈800km
Reentry angle δ≈35°
Ground range Experiment Phase GRexp≈120km
-Experiment Phase 
- δ ≈ 35°
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Experiments on SHEFEX II
9 TPS Systems (ASTRIUM, 
MT-A, AFRL, DLR)
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SHEFEX II: Generation of aerodynamic data base
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SHEFEX Program Team Weihs 9
Oxide basd CMC Elements for hot antennas
Material and TPS Experiments
Actively cooled TPS Element
CMC Serial production
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Instrumentation
Temperature distribution of the vehicle using 
radiation adiabatic boundary condition
turbulent boundary layer, Alt 20 km, Ma 8, α 
= 2.5°
-Surface thermocouples
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Flush air data system (FADS) Experiment
Monolithic CMC nose 
insert with integral 
pressure ports 
> Measurment of static pressure at 8 
locations
> Development of algorithm for 
determination of gas flow 
orientation
> Calibration within hypersonic wind 
tunnel facility
> Comparison to navigation platform 
results
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SHEFEX II: Aerodynamic Flight control
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-Cam ra Baf le and 
-Shutter Release
-Power Distribution
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SHEFEX: Secondary structural Experiments
Ablative stabilizer fins
CFRP Fairing with 
integrated ablative TPS
Hybrid TI/CMC Canards
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SHEFEX II on Tour
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Andoya Rocket Range, Norway
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SHEFEX II Trajectory and Impact Aeras
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Payload integration
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Motor preparation
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1. Stage 2. Stage
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Preparation of the launch rail
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After
- 5 hard Years of Development
-16 Million Euros 
-20 `24 Hour`days at the range
-uncountable coffees, Pizza, bavarian and
swabian Beer
SHEFEX II is ready for flight
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Final Count Down
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3 , 2, 1, Ignition …
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Telemetry and Radar Tracking, 600 exciting 
Seconds
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Shefex II flown trajectory, GPS data
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AKTIV Panel





































































- Kühleffekt beim Wiedereintritt deutlich sichtbar
- Kühleffizienz =(1-Tc/Tuc) bis zu ~50%
in der Oberflächentemperatur
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Nose Tip Temperatures
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First results:
SHEFEX II Mission acomblished
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- Trajectory flown as planned 
(deviation <1%)
- All vehicle maneuvers successful
- All experiments got data during 
ascent and re-entry
- Max. velocity 2.8 km/s
- Assessment of flight data will cover 
the next years
However
- Hardware is lost due to changing 
weather conditions at landing site
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Thanks to the Team !!!
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Danke fürs Zuhören und die Geduld !
